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HOW A TRAINED ENRICHMENT 

PROFESSIONAL USING THE 

PROGRAM, A PLACE IN TIME,  

BENEFIT THEIR RESIDENTS WITH 

DEMENTIA.  

✓ When life enrichment professionals 

learn the program, their residents 

benefit from participating in a 

creative and controlled environment 
 

✓ The techniques in using this multi-

sensory approach can open the door 

to greater responses and experiences 

for all participants, especially those 

with dementia. 
 

✓ The program promotes reminiscence 

and motivates individuals who are 

disconnected from their environment. 

Along with others they connect and 

share familiar experiences boosting 

better communication. 

 

 

 

 

THE BENEFITS TO A 

HEALTHCARE FACILITY 

AND WHEN USING THE 

PROGRAM 

✓ Promoting your program 

during tours and including 

specific program material 

can generate interest 

among visitors when 

comparing activities for 

other facilities 
 

✓ Promoting the idea, a 

Person-Centered 

Experience aligns with the 

program, A PLACE IN TIME 

✓  

“The senses are our bridge 

between the incomprehensible 

and the comprehensible.”  

              ~ August Macke 

 

 

 

 

 

As the admission person was touring 

a family, they popped in on a group 

activity using the program. They 

observed a group of men listening to 

an old baseball game while eating 

hotdogs. If you got up close enough 

you could smell the worn leather of 

the old catcher’s glove. PLAY BALL!! 

After many years working with 

dementia patients I tried introducing 

multiple stimuli all relating to a 

common theme  in a conversational 

group format. I found the process 

inspires the individuals to share 

memories triggered from selected 

sensory stimuli items. 

As we experienced the theme of 

fall, I can still smell and taste the 

cinnamon apples while listening to 

the sounds of rustling leaves and 

school buses. The story I read on a 

midnight hayride  left everyone 

captivated. I miss New England! 

 

"A Place in Time" A Multi-Sensory Stimulation Program for 

creating memories and encouraging social interaction 
 


